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About This Game

Lead your orbital battleships to victory in Flotilla! Fight, trade, and explore new planets in your journey through the galaxy.
Discover upgrades and artifacts to install on your fleet ships, and engage in battle with bounty hunters and pirate space-chickens.

Featuring tactically rich 3D combat, flank and surprise the enemy from any direction. And when the dust settles, generate
another uniquely randomized universe for a brand-spanking new adventure!

Key features:

No adventure is the same: Whenever you begin an adventure, the universe is randomly populated with characters,
upgrades, and encounters.

There is no "up" in space: Explore the tactical richness of full 3D movement. Watch your angles and flank the enemy
from all directions.

Configure your fleet: Find loot throughout your adventures, and install upgrades and artifacts to your flotilla of ships.

Play with a friend: Grab a buddy and play through the adventure cooperatively in splitscreen.

Blow up your friend: In the Skirmish Mode, set up custom fleets and battle human or computer-controlled enemies.
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Into Bug Valley..... crashes after the first ~20 minutes- fixing cache doesn't help. Waste of money...... Great sound effects.. This
game is adorable, educational, and technically brilliant in so many ways! I came to this game while researching Flight AI
pathfinding for the unreal engine, as the developer has made his AI available on the UE4 marketplace.

The lifecycles of all the creatures are lovingly recreated , almost as a series of minigames which differ from creature to creature.
I hopped around as a grasshopper, i did a butterfly mating dance across the sky, i grubbed around as an ant participating in
symbiotic activities with other critters. IT SO CUUUTE!

Its so much fun to look around and see the whole ecosystem going on around you - a brilliant application of simulation. This is
so obviously a work of love - there are so many features, tweaks and different ways to explore the content like multiple game
modes, a sandbox mode etc - even the soundtracks each have at least a page of description. The obvious enthusiasm for lil
critters shows thoroughly in every aspect of this game, and i wish the creator all the success in the world. I hope to see this game
become more polished and expanded, and hopefully more successful on steam. This thing should be part of school curriculums
across the world.. So. Many. Cut. Scenes. If you are looking for a "movie" which you play a small part in between cut scenes
this is the game for you. Also - be prepared to 'advance' or hold a position which is purely based on time not body count. In just
about every other FPS, you enter a room\\area, there are 10 baddies, kill them, job done. In COD WW2, be prepared, if you are
an accurate shot, to slaughter hundreds of enemies at a time before the game says "Ok, that is enough, we can advance to the
next over dramatic war movie cliche cut scene" Graphically the game is stunning but not enough to hold your interest for more
than 30 minutes at a time.. Nibba this game finna cop in some serious illnesses, it's so sick nibba. I made a rap about this mutha.
"Turbo pug. Turbo pug. Best when you takin your wine and goin glug glug glug. Turbo pug. Turbo pug. It got a dank soundtrack,
it's muh plug plug plug." I'm finna buy the soundtrack if they put it up for sale nibba, that♥♥♥♥♥♥♥the dankie in the world
hot dog.. Wonderful game. It has plenty of content and the gameplay is very enjoyable. It is also challenging at some points.
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VERY DIFFICULT, only for hard core total war players. Help 3 girls paint then have sex. I can recomend this game. I like
farming and I like city building.. good indie game, has a lot of pertential.
6\/10. was hoping for oh so much more.. This is a great retro game. It is true that the key provided by Steam will not work at
first. All you need to do is contact Capcom and provide them with the purchase email sent to you by steam and the CD key.
They'll fix it within 24 hours. It is actually very easy. All you need to do is go to 
http://shop.capcom.com/store/capcomus/html/pbPage.capcom-support and then click on the "Contact Us" link that is right
below the "Select Topic" drop down and "looking for answers" search box somewhat close to the top (not the search box at the
top). Then you fill in the boxes. Great game, I would recommend it to anyone.

Build 1.0.1121:
A couple small tweaks:

- There is now set attack/defense order: group standing on a settlement/lair defends first, once it is defeated, the lair/settlement
group defends;
- Adjusted sliders for animation speed etc, improved functionality of controlled value;
- Adjusted default sliders' values;
. Cat puzzle is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/982900/Cat_puzzle/. The Dark City opens its gates!:

Step into the shoes of the Monster Hunter and save the city of Lichtenheim in the third chapter of Grim Legends series!

Sylvia, the acolyte of the monster hunting Order, loses her memory. One year later the Incarceri Stone – a powerful artifact that
binds Koshmaar, a horrifying creature from another world – is stolen! Sylvia and her master, Solomon, embark on a quest that
will lead them into the city of Lichtenheim, where they will face the thief whose identity will come as no less a shock than the
actual disappearance of the artifact.

The heroin and her mentor will need to face not only the evil forces within the gothic walls of the grim city, but also the dark
secrets from the past.

Will Silvia succeed in recovering the Incarceri and prevent the Koshmaar from breaking free?

Grim Legends 3: The Dark City will be available at a 40% discount to celebrate the premiere.
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. Patched cats:

We’ve heard some troubling news recently. Some of you report that the game is laggy for you or doesn’t work at all. We deemed
this criticism to be constructive and we instantly jumped to fix the code and patched it with unrivaled fervor.

The three most important fixes include:

The game now launches in fullscreen mode by default.

Optimization fixes – the game is now a bit lighter, so it should work better, particularly on slower hardware.

Fixes for reported bugs and errors.

As of now, everything should work just fine, and if it doesn’t... Hit us up and report the errors in our Steam Community forum.

Thanks for your patience and sorry for our screw-ups.
. Dog Barley-Break 7 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1056155/. Happy Holidays + We now have a Patreon!:
Good news everyone and Happy Holidays to all!

We've been asked for a while now if we'll ever set up a Patreon, and now we've finally got one!

If you'd like to support what we do to ensure we can continue putting out comedy games in the future, then we'd like to
support you right back!

 Want a twitter shoutout for your contribution? Sure.
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 Want to enter Giveaways on twitter? You got it.

 Want to ask Quiver D!ck a question and have it answered in a custom comic strip posted on Patreon and
Twitter, (As well as featured in an upcoming new episode of The Chronicles of Quiver D!ck?) You can ask him
ANYTHING you want!

But it doesn't end there! Not only do we have options for all of the above for those who choose to support us going
forward, but there's ALSO the potential for your name to be listed in a link RIGHT on the title screen of The
Chronicles of Quiver D!ck along with your social media, channel links, or anything else you'd like people to see!

Like I said, you want to support us? Well we want to show you that we appreciate you just as much as you appreciate
us!

You can find our Twitter links and Patreon below!

Happy Holidays everyone!

- Crankage Games

https://www.patreon.com/CrankageGames

https://twitter.com/CrankageGames. patch v1.62:

 ALTERED: Flags

 ALTERED: Unicorn image

. Patch notes for Interstellar Rift BETA 0.2.6.00:

FUNCTIONALITIES
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